



L. HABERSTROH & SON,
~ainterg, Degignerg, anti Deroratorg,
83 Franklin Street, Mounted in the best manner, and at reasonable prices.
BOSTON, MASS. FRllMES SUITliBLE FOR liRCHITECTS' USE li SPECIliLTY.
WILLIAMS & EVERETT,ARTISTIC, DOMESTIC, AND ECCLESIASTICAL 9 Park Street, corner of Beacon, Boston.
ALBERT HABERSTROH.STAINED GLASS. 79 BOYLSTON STREET • • • • • BOSTON.
PATENT STIFFENED
FIRE-PROOF WIRE LATHING.
99 Court Street, Boston,
GEORGE H. POLLEY & CO.,
Publishers fwd Importers of
MEMORIAL WINDOWS. COLONIAL LEADING.
EDWIN FORD,
The best surface upon which to plaster. It is more easily and rapidly
applied than any other Wire Lathing. Plaster will not crack. Fire can-
not spread. For discounts and particulars, apply to
(* AROHITEOTURAL PUBLIOATIONS G Pelham Studios, 'Boylston Street, 'Boston.
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
99 Court Street, Boston, NEW JERSEY WIRE CLOTH COMPANY,
TRENTON, NEW ,JERSEY.
GLASS MOSAICS IN PLASTER. DOMESTIC STAINED GLASS.
GRANVILLE M.OSAIC
WOOD FLOORS
THE BRHSH ELECTRIC COMPANY/ N. WILSON & CO.,
~ BOOK. BINBERS, ~
MANUFACTURERS OF
ALL KINDS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC
MOTORS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, CARBONS, ETC.
SEND FOR CA TALOGUE.
GENERAL OFFICES. • . • CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Excel in all the essentials requisite to an
ornamental Floor.
112 Beach Street, Boston, Mass,
ASK ABOUT THEM.
A II kinds 0/ books bound. A rcltitectural books 1Jlountedand
bound witlt sjJec£alcare. Portfolios made to order.O. S. DICKINSON Granville, Mass.





WIRE LATH. MANUFACTURERS OFBOYLE'S PNEUMATIC WATER-CLOSETS,
AND
FINE PI.1HMBING T00I.1S.
See advertisement on page ii.
See advertisement on page iv. See advertisement on pages ii. and iv.
<aRAN8LlTHlG, THE MRGEE FURNACE CO.,
32 to 38 Union Street, Boston,
86 Lake Street, Chicago,
.seDoo! of mrabJing anu ~aintillg.
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS,
BOSTON.
The School Year begins Sept. 30, 1889. Classes from the cast and
the living model, nude and draped. The Department of Decorative De-
sign is of special value to architectural students.
For further information or circulars, address the School.
FOR
SIDEWALKS, BASEMENT FLOORS, CORRIDORS,
RAILROAD PLATFORMS, ETC.
STUHRT cr CO" Edinburqh, Scotland.
CHARLES HARRIS, Agent for New England,
OFFICE, 12 PEARL STREET, BOSTON.
Manufacturers of Magee's Boston Heater
A~D OTHER FURNACES.
Also a full line of Cooking Apparatus.
Estimates furnished. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for special
circulars.
THE NORTHWESTERN TERRA-COTTA CO, FINE CARPETINGS AND ORIENTAL RUGS. T. ASPINWALL & SON,
MOSAICS,
MANUFACTURERS OF
Full lines of the Scotch Axminsters. English Wiltons. and
~. Special patterns. All of Morris & Company's
designs in Carpets. Also a full line of American Carpetings.
TILES OF EVERYDESCRIPTION,
WOOD MANTELS, GRATES, OPEN FIREPLACES,
IRON AND BRASS WORK. BRIC-A-BRAC,
ART POTTERY, ETC.
303 Fifth Avenue, N. E. Corner 31 st Street,
NEW YORK.
HRCHITECTURHL TERRH-COTTH,
For EXTERIOR and INTERIOR DECORATIONS, from Special Designs,
in all Colors.
Main Works and Office; Branch Works: .
Clybourn &Jld Wrightwood Aves. Corner 15th &Ild Lafiin Streets.
Branch Office:
Room 1118, Rookery Building. CHICAGO.






FOlT:::~DRIES & SHOPS: EAST 28th & 29th STS.,
NEW YORK.
OFFICE: 315 EAST 28th ST.
THE a. S. MAIL GHHTE,
FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS. llPliRTMENTS, liND HOTELS.
JOHANN FABER'S
SIBERIAN HND POL YGRHDE
LEAD PENCILS,NOW IN GENERAL USE IN THE UNITED STATES, CONNECTING
EVERY STOR'Y WITH MAIL BOX.
In all grades and degrees. The finest pencils made.
CUTLER MANUFACTURI G CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.,
QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia,
Sole Manufacturers.PATENTED.
SOLE AGENTS FOR U. s. A.
PHILADELPHIA & BOSTO:\j FACE BRICK CO'
J
No.4 Liberty Sq., BOSTON, MASS.
MANUFACTURERS OF
PHILADELPHIA & BCSTON FACE BRICK CO.,
No.4 Liberty Sq., BOSTON, MASS.
SUPERIOR {UNIFORM COLORS, PERFECT ANGLES,
JJ:I:EBIT8 FINEST TEXTURE, GREAT STRENGTH,
OF OUR. SLIGHT ABSORPTION, EVEN SIZES,
BRIOK. EASILY CUT, CLIMATE PROOF.
Our ln-icle a1'C not dl y p'1'essed.
Works; - 425 Medford St., Charlestown District. '
PHILADELPHIA & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO.,
No.4 Liberty Sq., BOSTON, MASS.
MANUFACTURERS OF* IVRESSED FAGE BRIGK, *
RED, BUFF, WHITE, MOTTLE::'. ETC.
PLAIN. OR IN CURVES AND ARCHES TO ANY RADIUS.
Our br-ick: are not dry pressed.
Works: - 425 Medford Street, Charlestown District.
.* ORNAMENTAI1 BRIGK *
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
STANDARD SHAPES ALWAYS IN STOCK. SPECIAL DESIGNS TO ORDER.
Oltr brick: are not d1'y pressed.
Works: -425 Medford Street, Charlestown District.
Please mention the REVI EWwhen correspo-n ..;,:d:..:..in-",,--,-,w-:..:it,;,:,h-=o..;::.u:..:..r.=ad::...:v..;::.er..::.ti~se::.:.r.:..:s'' ---J
Entered as second-class matter at the Boston, Mass., Post Office, February 14. I 88.
WADSWORTH; HOWLAND; & GO.;
~IANUFACTURERS F
BAY STATE PAINTS} & TI7. H. & CO. LIQUID PAINTS}
11 TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW.
FINE COLORS OF ALL KINDS.
In 45 Shades, for Interior and Exterior House Painting.
WOOD FILLER.S: VAR.NISHES, JAPANS, AND STAINS.
STAINED GLASS.
DONALD MAcDONALD, AGENT,
GLASS STAINER AND DECORATOR}
Studio and Works, 4(0 Northampton Street,
BOSTON.








24th & 25th Sts. and roth Ave.
Snlesrooms :
836 & 838 Broadway and 13th St.
NEW YORK CITY.
(( iVORY ENAMELITE J1
Is the only Varnish PALE ENOUGH to use
over dead white for the old colonial style of
finish, and which will remain hard after dry-
ing. Another great desideratum in the prep-
aration is that it can be rubbed to a dead or
Ivory finish.
It is made of a new variety of hard gum
which never gets sticky, and our best Decor-
ators, who have used it for more than two
years past, declare IT HAS NO PEER. It
dries quickly.
CHICAGO VARNISH CO.,
204 PINE ST., CHICAGO.
PEARL & HIGH STS., BOSTON,
IVORKS: Chicago It LakeView. Dl. See advertisement on filll[e iv.
To Architectural Draughtsmen and
those contemplating .study abroad.
Attention of Students in the Architectural Department of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
is specially called.
Euening: Classes in drawing from tlte life and cast Ilmle been
f(}I'J1Zr;dw~tll special reference to tIle accommodation of ar chitectu-
'ra! students, drallghtsmen ill architects' offices, and ot/sers engaged
during tile day-time.
Tile training here given is patterned after tltat of tIle best
Ateliers of Paris, and covers tlte ground necessary in preparing
for tile Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Evening Classes are in chm-ge
of /1.11'. Bunker, pupil of Gerome, head Professor in Painting'
at tIle National ScIIOOIof Fine Arts, Paris.
Q!:owlCfJ ~tt cSCtJool.
New Studio Building. 145 Dartmouth St., Boston.
SEVENTH YEllR OPENS OCTOBER 1.
Day and Evening Classes
Full Courses in Drawing and Painting.




D. M. BUNKER, K. R. CRANF'1RD, lERCY A. BAILEY, Instructors,
FRANK M. COWLES, Manager.
For circulars, address as above.
OF FINE CORRUGATED, TWILLED, AND EMBOSSED
IRON AND TIN DESIGNS FOR ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS,
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.
H. S. NORTHROP) Manuj}r} 18 Rose Street, New York.
F. W'EBER & CO.j
<Iengineerfj' anb WraugbtfjllUll' p ~upplie~,
United States Agents for
RIEFLER'S PATENT DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, SUN AND
ECLIPSE BLUE PRINT PAPERS, JUPITER ROLL PAPER.
A. 'l'tist's ~Laterials of Every Descr-iptdon,
No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
Branch House, No. 312 N. 6th STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Civil, Mechanic!t1, Wlul Mining Enginee1·s,
Builders, lJIanufact",,/rwl"s, etc.
WE WILL MAIL FREE ON APPLICATION
A COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF OUR PUBLICATIONS
(ABOUT EIGHTY PAGES).
ARRANGED UNDER SUBJECTS AS FOLLOWS:
AGRICULTURE - ARCHITECTURE - ART - ASSAYING
- ASTRONOMY - BOTANY - BRIDGES-CHEMISTRY-
DRAWING - ELECTRICITY- ENGINEERING - HYDRAU-
LICS- MANUFACTURES - MATERIALS OF ENGINEER·
ING - MATHEMATICS - MECHANICS- METALLURGY-
MINERALOGY- MINING-SHiP'BUILDING -STEAM EN-
GINE- VENTILATION -etc.
JOHN WILEY & SONS,
ASTOR PLACE, NEW
Please mention the REVI EW when corresponding with our advertisers.
82 & 84 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
263 & 265 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
DRAUGHTING INSTRUMENTS
OF ALL KINDS,
DRAWING AND BLUE PROCESS PAPER',
CURVES, SCALE', '1RIA GLES, T SQUARES,
OIL AND WATER COLOR:, BRUSHES,
ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
HENRY HUBER & COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF
SANITARY SPECIALTIES.
MAIN OFFICE AND VI' AREROOMS,
81 BEEKMAN STR.EET . NEW YORK.
.... ... . ~"'"
We manufacture a general
line of p.lumbing goods suit-
able for public and private
work.
Boyle's Patent Pneumatic
Water Closets, which we
alone control, are used in all
parts of the United States,'
and their excellence in a san-
itary point of view is gener·
ally acknowledged. They
have been placed in post-
office and court-house build-
ings, and have stood the test
of rough usage where other
makes have utterly failed Many promine. t hotels
throughout the country are provided with our ere sets ;
they are also specially adapted for use in residences
owing to their noiseless operation and absolute safety
against noxious gases. We have branch show-rooms
at' Boston and Chicago, and invite inspection of our
wares. Our illustrated catalogue will be cheerfully sent
to all architects upon application.
~
82 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
Branches at .235 Washington Street, Boston.
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are pronounced by Architects, in strength, texture, uniformity of size, color, shades, perfect shape, angles,
and lines, the finest in the world, surpassing everything in the art.
THE ANDERSON COMPANIES ARE THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS IN FINE GRADES
OF PRESSED BRICK IN THIS COUNTRY OR ABROAD.
Architects and Builders can obtain illustrated catalogue and any desired information, on applica-
tion to the nearest Company.
CHICAGO ANDERSON PRESSED BRICK CO., Office, 189-191 La Salle St., Chicago.
NEW YORK ANDERSON PRESSED BRICK CO., Office,132 Mangin St., New York.





WITH TRAP UNDER THE
FLOOR
Illustrated Catalogues sent on application to
WEEDEN SANITARY MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
BO TO 1", MASS.
BARRETT'S
COMBINATION WASH BASIN,
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WIRE LATH u GLINTON 11 B0e1BI1E TWIST WARP.GLINT0N STIFFENEB.STANLEY G0RRelGATEB.STEVENS RIGIB.
PATENTEJES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS O:It"lTHE ABOVE-NAMED LATH.
tr"'\LIfNT'1i'\N~~----y--
MOST PERFECT AND ECONOMIC SYSTEM
CEILINGS PLASTERED ON THIS
OF FIRE-PROOF CONSTRUCTION.







TH E BEST MADE AN0
SOLD UNDER OUR CUARANTEE.
ALL GENUINE ALTENEDER INSTRUMENTS Trade
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or sweating' fire-proof; ventilating.
Galvanized iron and copper cornices and gutters.
Sheet metal work for buildings. Send for illustrated
circular.
of sheet metal, for iron and
woodcolumns and beams, plas-
ter cornices and panels on
walls, ceilings, and girders.
Conforms to all shapes, making
a great saving of plaster.
Send for illustrated circular.
E. VAN NOORDEN & CO.,
383 Harrison Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.
First Introduced in :1.888,
OFFICES:
204 Pine St., Chicago.
Cor. Pearl & High Sts.
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WEST TROY, N. Y., BELLS,
For Churches, Schools, etc .• also Chimes
and Peals. For more than half a century
noted for superiority over all otuera.
Has received the unqualified praise of all' who have used it, because: It dries rapidly (can safely be walked on in six hours);
is very easily applied; has no unpleasant odor.
It is thoroughly water-and-mud proof; i. e. never stains. Scratches do not show white upon it.
It has great durability; age hardens it. It imparts the beautiful finish, without the dangerous slipperiness, of waxed
floors.
For interior house work has wonderful power of resistance to water, alkali, soot, ammonia, dampness. Its great elasticity
and consequent durability, and the beautiful finish it imparts, give it preference over aU similar varnishes.
We have exposed this continuously for one year upon the roof of our Works; to dripping water for fifteen months; in
a basement stable for three years; and all without serious impairment of the Varnish.
Both these preparations are made upon a formula entirely new to Varnish Makers (our own discovery), and are, we
say unhesitatingly, worthy your serious consideration. :I'hough valuable, they are not costly.
LUTHER S. CUSHING,
60 STATE STREET, BOSTON.
Agent for Investors z'n 'Omaha and
Kansas Cz'ty Real Estate Mortgages.
Among my Customers are Some of the Most
Prominent Trustees, Institutions, and Individuals in
Boston and New England.
N. B. - The loans that I recommend are on highly im-
proved and income-bearin'g property in the city proper.
RUSTLESS IRON PIPE,
-FOR-
WATER, GAS, AND STEAM.
THE WELLS RUSTLESS IRON CO.,
21 CUff se; New York.
EDWARD L. COOK, Buffalo, Agent for Buffalo, N.Y.
BRAMAN, DOW, & CO., Boston, Sole Agents for New Eng.
I. S. VAN WINKLE & CO., San Francisco, Sole Agents for
Pacific Coast.
THE
TELESCOPE *HYD RAULIC 1~ELEVATOR.
Most Practical, Economical, and CHEAPEST
ELEVATOR yet devised.
NOT POSSIBLE TO FALL.
FRANK E. FITTS . . . 76 Pearl Street, Boston.
SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.
...... ~
. Students in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are invited to
VISitthe Old Corner Bookstore, and examine the large assortment of
works adapted to their studies in the various departments of the School
The prices will be found very reasonable. .
THE OLD ESTABLISHED STAND,
283 Wasl,,;:nyfon, Corner School Street, Boston.
DAMRELL & UPHAM.
J. & R. LAMBj
ESTABLISHED 1857. 59 CARMINE ST., NEW YORK.
S1' AIRED ~LASS &. COLOR DEOOB.AT~ON.
Sketches submitted embodying the architect's suggestions for any work
of this character.
Desigm'1lg Dept., Mtral Paiutiue,
CHAS. R. LAMB. F. S. LAMB.
\TsmMA\T. itbotogtapbic 'ot1raiture of
L1 "'II( Ll eberl! lleS5ctiptiolt.
MINIATHRES ON IVORYj
~nlp .$tubio in ~oston, opp. 99 'Bovlsion St.
lfJublic ®atben. 'J
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THE MISSOURI RIVER




DAILY TRAINS from Council Bluffs, Omaha, St. Joseph, Leavenworth,
and Kansas City,
TO
DENVER, OGDEN, SALT LAKE CITY, BUTTE, HELENA, PORTLAND, SAN FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND OTHER CALIFORNIA POINTS.
Pullman Palace Sleepers, Free Reclining Chair Cars, and Modern Day Coaches.
For pamphlets covering the territory traversed, or other information, apply to
R. TENBROECK, General Eastern Agent,
287 Broadway, New York City.
W. S. CONDELL, NEW ENG. F. & P. A., '290 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
c. S. MELLEN, T W. LEE, E. L. LOMAX,





Iron, Brass, and Copper
To Special Design
For All Purposes.
JOHN WILLIAMS TIFFANY & CO., New York.
COTTIER & CO., New York.
L. MARCOTTE & CO., New York.
McKIM, MEAD, & WHITE, New York.
BABB, COOK, & WILLARD, New York.
BRUCE PRICE, New York.
BAILEY, BANKS, & BIDDLE, Philadelphia.
FRANK HILL SMITH, Boston.
A. H. DAVENPORT, Boston.
THE HENRY DIBBlEE CO, Chicago.
544 to 556 West Twenty-Seventh
Street, New York.
MAKER' OF .WROUGHT' IRON
AND' BRASS' GAS' FIXTURES,
GRILLES, . RAILINGS, . LAMPS,
ETC. EXECUTED IN WROUGHT IRON DEC., 1887. 1-12 SIZE.
B, F, STURTEVANT'S
STEAM HOT~BLAST APPARATUS,
FOR HEATING AND VENTILATING
BUILDINGS OF ALL CLASSES BY A FORCED CIRCULATION OF' WARM AIR.
Th'is house is stained with
. F, W. STICKNEY, ARCHITECT,
LOWELL, MASS.
SENTER Hou E, AT CENTRE HARBOR, N. H.
~~ CABOT'S * CREOSOTE * SHINGLE * STAINS. ~;;
They ho,ve been 'U,sedNINE ueas-s, They a.re the only ones thnt do
not wash off, grow chalky, or tU'I'n black. They a'l'e the only ones that
contain NO KE:ROSENE. Send fO'1' illustrated catalogue, sho'tving aSend for (( Illustrated !1'reatise on Ventilation arui. Hentill(J." PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. collection of actually ereosoted houses.
B. F. STURTEVANT, Samples and circulars on application.
BRANCHES g~~:e'J%n~r'st~e~hr~;:~. 34 Oliver Street, BOSTON, MASS. SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer, 70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.
Please mention the REVI EW when corresponding with our advertisers.
Vi TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW.
MASSACHUSE1~TS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
BOSTON, MASS.
FRANCIS A. W ALKER~ President.
THE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY offers four years' courses, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, in CIVIL, MECHANICAL. MINING, ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL, ANDSANITARY ENGINEERING, ARCHl1'ECTURE, CHEMISTRY, NATURAL HISTORY, AND PHYSICS. A course of General Studies for young men contemplating a business life is also provided.
THE COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE
aims not only to make the student thoroughly acquainted with the scientific principles underlying sound construction, and to familiarize him with the mathematical and mechanical formulas and
processes necessary to the solution of architectural problems, but also to cultivate his taste in color and form by constant practice in design and by the study of the history of architecture. Too
great restriction to purely professional work is avoided by the introduction of the study of modern languages, history, political science, etc., the proportion of time devoted to these general
subjects diminishing as the student goes on in his course.
The studies of the first year are common to all the courses of the School, and embrace mathematics, drawing, chemistry, and modern languages. In the higher years, thorough courses in
analytic geometry and the calculus, carried on simultaneously with lectures and laboratory work in physics, lead up to the study of theoretical and applied mechanics, the lecture-room work
in which is supplemented by actual' laboratory tests to determine- the strength of the various building materials, the accuracy of the commonly accepted constants, etc. The strictly professional
work begins with instruction in materials, common constructions, and architectural history, followed, in the later years, by courses in stereotomy, iron construction, specifications, and contracts, in
heating and ventilation, in planning, and in the requirements of schools, theatres, hospitals, and other special classes of buildings. Whenever practicable, the text-book and lecture-room work is
emphasized by visits to actual structures j and throughout the whole course the student is continually drilled in original design. To this end two problems each month are required, - one,
a sketch, to be finished within one week; and the other, more elaborate, occupying the whole month for the completion of the details and finished drawings relating to it.
Sketching in water-color and pen-and-ink, together with lectures and exercises in' color decoration and history of ornament, are in charge of well-known gentlemen; and a class for drawing
from the living model is maintained during the greater part of the year.
Unusual advantages exist in the nearness of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and of the Boston Public Library, the facilities of which are freely offered by the Trustees to students of the
Institute. The School itself possesses a valuable departmental library and collection of casts and building materials.
For the benefit of those who are contented with a limited acquaintance with the subject, or who have acquired elsewhere the necessary mathematical and physical knowledge, a partial course
in Architecture is arranged, occupying two years.
The professional work of both courses is under the immediate charge of Prof. Francis W. Chandler, who gives the lectures on Construction, Specifications, and Contracts, Materials, and
Special Classes of Buildings; Assoc. Prof. Eugene Letang, the Instructor in Design; and Messrs. Eleazer B. Homer and Frank A. Moore, Assistants. Special instruction is given by Messrs.
Ross Turner, in Water-Colors; C. Howard Walker, in Decoration j Charles E. Mills, in Drawing from the Life; and David A. Gregg, in Pen-and-Ink Sketching.
For detailed inforseation. apply to
JAMES P. MUNROE,
Secretary.
OVER NINE YEARS' UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS "JEWETT'S" DOUBLE & SINCLE ACTINC
SPRING BUTTS.OF THE
Made in Iron, and on Special Order in Real Bronee,
In introducing this BUTT to the public,
the manufacturers feel assured that they are
offering an article of rare merit, that cannot
fail to give satisfaction in use, and they
respectfully call attention to the following
points of excellence: -
rst, They are mads from the best mate-
rial we can select, and the Springs are
formed of very superior steel spring wire
made especially for this purpose, and arc
thoroughly reliable.
zd. All the Pins and Push Bars are made
of steel and hardened) thus making them
the most durable Butt In the market, as the
greatest amount of wear comes on these
parts.
3d. The Springs exert their greatest
power when the doors are closed, and their
force gradually decreases as the doors are
opened.
4th. They are the most easily adjusted
to the doors, neat and attractive in con-
struction and finish, and not liable to get
out of order, and adapted to severe wear.
MANUFACTUREDBY
H GIANT" METAL SASH CHAIN
ECONOMICAL SUBSTITUTE FOR CORD AND CABLE
CHAINS FOR HANGING HEAVY WEIGHTS
TO WINDOWS.-
MANUFACTUREDONLY BY
THE SMITH & ECCE M'F'C COMPANY,
JlJrilrgrport, QtOUtl.,
soho absol1.ttely control the only A.utomatic Ma-
chinery which feeds the metal into the machine, punches out the
links, forms them into the chain, draws it out of the machine, and
tests its tensile strengtlt without any Imman hand touching it.
Also Red Metal and Steel Sash Chain made in the same way,
for ordinary use, where a cheaper article is desired strong and
simple. Also Patented Fixtures for attaching to the sash and
weight and easily and rapidly applied. Special attention paid to
communications of Architects and Builders, and samples sent free
of charge to any address.
THE SMITH & EGGE M'F'G COMPANY, Bridgeport, Conn.,
Also Manufacturers of very SUPERIOR Single and DOUBLE GROOVED Steel Axle, Iron,
and Real Bronze Pulleys, and BALANCING FIXTURES forthe DOUBLE GROOVED PUL-
LEYS, an entirely new and practical device for hanging very heavy PLATE GLASS by two
strands of chain on each side of sash.
TRY IT. IN USE IN ALL THE LARGE CITIES.
Post-Office Box No. 26. BRIDGEPORT, CONN., U.S.A.
500,000 H.P. SOME REFERENCES FOR ARCHITECTS.
& WILCOX
COLUMBIACOLLEGE, New York. 400 H. P.
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, Ithaca, N. Y. 561 H. P.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE. 624 H. P.
GtRARD ESTATE, Philadelphia. 688 H. P.
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCECo. (various buildings). 1,513 H. P
HOTEL PONCE DE LEON, San Augustine, Florida. 416 H. P.
DAKOTA APARTMENT HOUSE, New York. 864 H. P.
SENATE WING U. S. CAPITOL, Washington, D.C. 312 H. P.
ASYLUMS,State of Indiana. 1,480 H. P.
NEW YORK STEAM COMPANY,New York. 13.482 H. P.
MASSACHUSETTSINSTITUTE TECHNOLOGY,Boston. 208 H. P.
NATIONAL LIBERAL CLUBS, London, England. 194 H. P.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES. 18,000 H. P.
WESTINGHOUSECOMPANIES. 7,500 H. P.
LONDONELECTRIC SUPPLY CORPORATION. 6,093 H. P.




Book on "STEAM" containing information of value to every Arcl~itect. Sent rree on npplication.
~DDR:ElSS
THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO. 30 CORTLANDT STREET,NEW YORK.107 HOPE STREET,GLASGOW.
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because in these styles are found the epitome of the great archi-
tectural virtues; that in them development of practical motive,
refinement, proportion, scale, and application of ornament are
found in their most concrete form; and that these styles are in
consequence an expression of as high an inteliectuality as is
obtainable.
But whoever has so far misconceived the academic purpose as
. to suppose that the result of past conditions is the precedent in
toto for present conditions, and that proportions are transferable,
has lost the very spirit of academic training, which is to cultivate
discrimination and sense of virtues, and not to provide ready-made
architectural clothing.
If, on the other hand, as is rather apt to be the case, the
academic training lacks breadth, inasmuch as it fails to cover
more than a portion of the historical pageant of architecture, this
must be ascribed to the limits of time and space, and not to its
intention. A training in architecture must be an abridged train-
ing, and it is better to study root-forms than attractive verbiage.
As for the class of architectural sensationalists, who plant
gleanings from all fields, and whose very flowers bear a strange
resemblance to rank weeds, any objection they may bring to an
academic architectural training assumes the shape of a boomer-
ang; but they have one virtue, that of vitality. Whatever else
they may be, they are alive; and their very vivacity makes training
of any kind irksome to them. To such as these restraint is an
outrage, development a superfluity. Yet from just such material
comes the larger part of at least the domestic and civil architecture
in America, and the public are content. For the public have no
standard but that of difference. They know they do not like their
neighbor's house, and fondly hope if their own is only different it
may be more to their taste; and the quiet, straightforward develop-
ment of the plan, simply carried out, which is induced by the
academic training, if it is accompanied by this very vitality of
temperament that is so inherent in Americans, will produce the
best of architecture, because it associates the very fundamental
qualities of all great work - intelligent, restrained effort, and
vitality and versatility of conception.
From this very erratic, eccentric, but fully alive architectural
invention may come the highest results, but be sure it will take
the academic training to produce them, and no other method will
prove other than futile.
In all scientific and literary studies, if the work performed has
power, it is primarily from the strength of a great idea, and
secondarily from the manner in which that idea is expressed.
In architecture this is essentially true. The possession of the
power to create is an individual gift, so rare and so beyond price
that it cannot be too highly cherished; but the very worth of this
power is dependent upon the manner in which it is used, and the
clearne s of its expression. Whether for good or evil, architecture
has greater influence upon the public mind than any of its sister
arts.
It uses the entire gamut of virtues and vices. It is the
exponent of dignity, grandeur, ostentation, vulgarity, delicacy,
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ingle copies, 50 cents.
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Copyright, 18 9. by BATES & KIMBALL.
ACADEMIC
TRAINI.NG IN ARCHITECTURE.
rrHE term" academic" is popularly considered as opposed to the
term" eclectic;" that is, it is supposed to represent a certain
straightened and positive attitude of mind, induced by traditional or
other training quite inconsistent with freedom of choice and diversity
of motive. From this popular idea, fostered by a host of so-called
necessary processes coincident with an academic training, has
grown the attendant idea that academic methods tend toward
results that lack spontaneity and are burdened with precedents,-
that, in fact, to be academic means at best scholarly plagiarism,
and that the letter of a past law is of more importance than the
spirit of a present need. Naturally, such a conception creates
opposition to such training, and from two very different classes of
minds, - those greater in number but insignificant in importance,
who treat architecture as a kaleidoscope whose merit depends
upon the eclat of its changes, and those who rightly consider that
all good architecture is the development of the practical need made
beautiful in the simplest way, without appeal to precedent except
for suggestion, and that in consequence academic training is
superfluous and apt to be a hindrance.
This latter class deserve first attention. No thoughtful archi
teet questions their position or their sincerity; the difficulty is in
their acceptance of the popular idea of academic training and its
results.
The purpose of the academic training has been and is at its
best to cultivate the sense of the highest essentials of architecture;
and such cultivation is naturally slow and step by step. Its pur-
pose is to develop a knowledge of the best that has been done and
the conditions under which it has been done; and such knowledge
is not to be obtained without progressive study.
Its purpose is to implant such a standard of attainment by the
constant association with the best things that less results will be
unsatisfactory, and the ideal will in consequence always be in
advance of the achievement, and mug self-complacency will cease.
If in furthering these purposes, academic training in architecture
has tended strongly toward the so-called classical styles, it is
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luxury, brutality, and the commonplace, and a dozen kindred
qualities. Protean in its possibilities, it is constant and conspicuous
in its effect. 0 other art is so perpetually a part of daily life,
and stamps its character upon so many minds. or is there any
other whose permanence is so assured, and of which the influence
is so continuou . and so reiterant.
It is therefore a very powerful moral agency, and besides ex-
pressing the character of its creators, it influences the character
of their succes ors. It behooves the architect, therefore, to leave a
heritage that shall be ennobling and not debasing, and to realize that
he is creating what will be a more enduring lesson to the people
and to his successors than that of any other art. The responsi-
bility laid upon him is great, and his attitude toward it should be
serious. No amount of study and research should seem useless to
him '; and the necessity of a trained and cultivated mind to grapple
with a profession of so great importance would seem to be an
inevitable conclusion. Training, jar excellence, is the end and
aim of the academic method. It is plain that it is impossible to
ignore it and reach the highest attainment.
was that of designing the angle of the return, always a problem
in following exactly the ancient proportions. This part was left
unfinished that he might study it longer, and wishing to make it a
successful feature and invention, as he says, he sent drawings of
the corner to the best architects of Lombardy, Tuscany, Rome,
and Naples, hoping that he might receive suggestions. The re-
plies from these invitations were unhelpful and yielded nothing.
Finally after some years, as the Senate made him aware of their
discontent in seeing the building in this unfinished condition,
Sansovino conceived his design and made a wooden model, which,
when presented to the Senate, was accepted with great satisfaction
by them and all others connected with art.
As has been said the facade consists of the Doric and Ionic
orders, with arches. The ground floor is planned with a portico
extending the entire length of the building and returning at the
ends, and at the back of the portico there are shops with ample
space for traffic. In the spandrels of the Doric order there are
figures representing rivers, they hold vases; and the keystones are
sculptured with heads of lions. The frieze of the entablature
over is decorated with quadrants, one containing the lion of St.
Mark, and others shields and helmets. Between the arches there
is six and a half feet, and to the centre of columns eight feet
(Venetian measure). Over the passage there is a barrel vault of
elliptical form richly panelled in stucco, which was to have been
painted and gilded. Over the Doric order is a beautiful balus-
trade interspaced by pedestals from which spring the Ionic col-
umns, which enclose windows furnished with smaller columns
of the same order. In the angles of the arches are sculptured
women in a half-sitting position, representing Victories. The key-
stones of the arches are sculptured with heads of women and lions,
interspaced alternately.
The final principal cornice is proportioned to the facade, The
frieze is unusually high and beautifully decorated with cherubs,
garlands of fruit and flowers, and heads of women and lions, and
pierced by lozenge-shaped windows directly over the openings
below. Over the cornice there is a balustrade the whole length of
the facade, and on the pilasters over each column there is a statue
larger than life size. The pilasters at the angles are surmounted
by 8: pedestal and obelisk rising much above the figures over the
columns. The second story is divided into two great halls with
vaulted ceilings modelled in stucco with painted and gilded decora-
tions, and the walls are decorated with pictures by the best, con-
temporary masters.
This is the brief description of the Library of St. Mark by Fran-
cesco Sansovino, the architect, revised by Giovanni Stringa, given
under the title of Public Works in Venice in " Venetia Descritta."
Sansovino never carried out his design for the entire group of
buildings surrounding the Piazza of St. Mark, but an architect
named Scamozzi did the work sometime after the Library was com-
pleted. The design of the Royal Palace adjoining the Library is
much influenced by Sansovino's work, and perhaps not inferior to
it, but it is to be regretted that Sansovino could not have corn-
pleted his scheme. Notwithstanding the general satisfaction re-
garding his design for the Library, there was great discontent owing
to the delays in finishing the work, and more later, for the vaulted
ceiling of the Ante Sala was so poorly constructed that it collapsed,
and the Senate punished Sansovina by a short imprisonment.
Fortunately such circumstances are overlooked in the history of a
beautiful building, and the true result of the work and its praise
are never forgotten.
The influence of Sansovino's design was felt throughout Venice;
the Venetian style which had become degraded was dropped, and
the new palaces were designed with the motives and details of
the Library. A building so pleasing in mass, so rich and spark-
ling in detail, and so soft in color, could not fail to have its effect
upon the Venetians, who were so sympathetic with the great works
of their Titian and others. While the architecture of the Library is
THE LIBRARY OF ST. MARK.
[SEE SUPPLEl\lE:-lT, VOL, n., No. 1.]
Translated from the Description of Sanscoino, Architect.
IN front of the Palace is seen the modern building called the
Library, whose Ante Sala served as a public studio supplied
with books by the Senate, from which youths might study Greek
and Latin letters.
Here is preserved the Library of St. Mark, than which there is
none more precious in Italy; for as early as the time of Francesco
Petrarca, was begun the custom of collecting copies of rare books,
this having been suggested by the Doge Dandolo who wrote the
history. Petrarca gave his collection to the Senate, and afterwards
the Cardinal Bessarioni, who died in 1473, bequeathed his library
which at this time was one of the most valuable collections in
Europe, for at the time of the capture of Constantinople, having
been so charitable to the fugitives who fled to Italy, he had been
able to collect a great many rare books on various subjects, which
had been scattered by the Greeks. In making this bequest he
requested that there should be a building erected to be devoted to
the purpose of a library. After this many other distinguished men
presented their libraries to the Senate. At first all these books
were stored in the Ducal Palace, and afterwards were removed to
the upper part of the Church of St. Mark, but here they were not
well cared for, many were lost and some stolen.
Appearing necessary to the Senate in order to preserve the
books and carry out the request of Cardinal Bessarioni, in the
year 1536 they commissioned the Procurati of the Church to
search for a site on which to build the Library, and also plans
necessary. This commission reported; recommending and fur-
-nishiug a model by Sansovino, and suggested the space in front of
the Ducal Palace, then occupied by small shops and hotels, as a
site for the building. Sansovino had not only considered the de-
sign for the Library in front of the Palace, but also all the buildings
surrounding the Piazza, that is to say, beginning at the Campanile
and continuing to the Church St. Geminiano, now destroyed, and
then continuing again to stop against the clock tower. As this
site in front of the Palace was so fine and adapted to an imposing
building, Sansovino resolved to make a design after the rules of
the ancients, of the Doric and Ionic orders, greatly enriched by
strongcornices, friezes, etc., and he set to work giving all his atten-
tion to the design. One of the first difficulties which he met with
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Florence, which he only left to go to Venice. Two circumstances combined
to keep him in that city, which became for him a second home: the I ro-
tection of the Doge Gritti, and his friendship with Pietro Aretino and the
celebrated Tiziano.
But the death of Buono soon occurred, and Sarisovino obtained the position
and emolument- that the former architect of the Procurati enjoyed. To thi.
period belong the restorations which he made to the cupolas of St. Mark.
From this time on great enterprises gave him opportunity to use all his talent.
He is ordered, in 1532, to finish the building of the Fraternity of the Miseri-
cordia. Then he commenced, under the auspices of Doge Gritti, the construc-
tion of the church of S. Francesco della Vigna. The old building of the Mint
threatened to fall and had to be rebuilt, and Sansovino was chosen by the
Council for this work. During the year 1532 a fire destroyed a part of the
palace of the Procurator Cornaro, and soon in place of these ruins he raised a
grand and magnificent monument. Finally, came the decree which ordered the
construction of a library to serve as a place to deposit the preciou collection
of books given to the republic by Francesco Petrarca and Cardinal Bessarioni.
The Senate wished to testify its satisfaction with the architect of the Mint,
ordered him to present a projet, approved it, and it is to the wisdom of his
plan and the beauty of his designs and to the genius of his conception that he
owes the honor of erecting the monument that is regarded as his masterpiece.
So many fine works spread his reputation afar; and Rome, which had seen
his talent in architecture develop, wished to obtain him again. On her part,
Florence, where he had begun as a sculptor, also solicited him. But Sanso-
vino, wishing to put the finishing touches to all the great works he had begun,
resisted these appeals. New work came to retain him' and he is commissioned
successively to build a magnificent palace for Giovanni Delphino, as well as
that of the elegant Loggia which adorns the foot of the Campanile, and the
church of Santo Spirito and that of Santo Fantino.
But Fortune did not wi h to smile always on Sansovino. An unfortunate
reverse that he experienced, while occupied with the last work on the Library,
caused his imprisonment, from which he only escaped with difficulty and by aid
of the protection of an ambassador and the devotion of his friends.
As it is impossible for us to enumerate the long list of monuments raised by
this architect, which are all more or less remarkable for some particular
merit, we will still cite the Scala San Giovanni degli Schiavoni' church of San
Martino, near the arsenal, and that of the Incurabili ; the Fabbriche Nuove on
the Grand Canal; and the church of S. Geminiano, at the bottom of the
Piazza San Marco. We also owe to Sansovino many other works not less
important, among which are the mausoleums which he executed, - the tomb of
the Archbishop of Cyprus in the church of San Sebastiano, and that of the
Doge Veniero in San Salvatore; and finally we ought to mention the beautiful
doors of bronze which he designed and executed for the Sacristy of San Marco.
Sansovino died at the age of ninety-one, 27 November, 1570.
so well considered, it is plain to see that the details and sculpture
were never forgotten; it wa the work of a decorative sculptor,
and it is evident that the greatest attention was given to this part
of the work. The architectural details are executed in an inferior
manner to the sculpture, and the beautiful qualities of the Istrian
stone, of which the facade is built, are not brought out in the
architecture, as it is roughly cut; but all the sculpture is finished
smooth and given every advantage of prominence.
The facade of the Library has been well preserved, no part of it
being especially defaced except some of the quadrants containing
the lion of St. Mark, in the frieze of the Doric order; this was
done by the Austrians when they occupied Venice. After their
departure the building was opened into the Royal Palace, and is
still used for the same purpose. The main hall at the north end
of the building appears the same as it was originally built and
decorated, while the" south end of the building has been transferred
into sleeping apartments. The building is now controlled by the
royal family, by whom it is occupied a short time every summer;
but it is opened to the public two days of each weeks, and although
many travellers fail to visit the Ante Sala, none can help adrnir-
ing the beautiful facade on the Piazzetta, which I have enjoyed
studying. S. W. MEAD.
SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF SANSOVINO.
Translated from Monuments Anciens et Modernes
PAR JULES GAILHABAUD.
]ACOPO TATTI, born at Florence in 1479· In his early life he showed so
pronounced a taste for the arts of design that his father, recognizing the need
of fostering so fortunate a disposition, placed him as a pupil with a skilful
sculptor, Andrea Contucci, surnamed Sansovino, - because he lived upon the hill
of that name. This master, realizing the fame that would accrue to himself by
cultivating a talent of which he already foresaw successes, gave him most
assiduous care, and there grew an attachment between Andrea Contucci and
]acopo Tatti like that between father and son; and it was this sentiment, later
becoming known, that public opinion recognized by adding to the family name
of ]acopo the surname of his master. Andrea del Sarto and Sansovino soon'
became friends, and led by a common enthusiasm, though for different arts,
applied themselves assiduously to the study of drawing.
I t is not our intention to note here the numerous works of sculpture that
Sansovino produced in his youth which place him in the front rank among the
artists of his time. We propose only to collate in a few lines the principal facts
relating to the life and works of this celebrated man, - facts which we borrow
from the excellent account of M. Quatrernere de Quincy.
The study of drawing, which contributed so largely to Sansovino's success
and progress as a sculptor, also gave him a taste for architecture.
This taste would only be developed by the chance acquaintance between
Sansovino and Julliano de San GaUo, who was at this time in Florence, and who
led him to go to Rome, where Bramante, whose friend he became, gave him
numerous opportunities to study and comprehend the antique, and to devote
himself to works of all kinds. But overwork forced him to return to Florence,
where his native air renewed his health.
In ISIS, the entrance of Pope Leo X. into that city became for artists the
subject of a multitude of works of decoration, and to this event Sansovino
owed his introduction to the inventive qualities of architectural design. He
was commissioned to design triumphal arches j but he distinguished himself
most by a more important decorative work that he shared with his friend Andrea
del Sarto, the temporary facade of the church of S. Maria del Fiore, which he
made of wood. This work so pleased the Pope that he commanded him to try
his talent anew upon a design for the church of S. Lorenzo j but he did not
receive this commission because of the jealous y of Michael Anzelo. Sanso-
vino, being located at Rome for some years, executed several statues, and
strengthened himself in architecture by work which began to give him reputa-
tion. The need of renewing his health made him return a second time to
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE.
MONTHLY COMPETITION.
FOURTH YEAR REGULARS AND THIRD YEAR SPECIALS.
PLATE I.
Programme: A SCHOOL OF VOCAL MUSIC.
THIS institution, which is supposed to be a branch of a ational
Conservatory of Music, would be especially devoted to the training
of the voice.
It will provide for the following main features:-
Ist. A large concert-hall.
zd. Eight class-rooms, four for men and four for women.
3d. A large hall for the choruses.
4th. A library of music,
Additional minor features will be, - a vestibule, a director's
office with adjoining antechamber, a lodging for the janitor, a room
where pupils can leave their music, cloak-rooms, and toilet-rooms.
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The concert-hall will hold about six hundred spectators. The
space reserved for the orchestra and chorus must be spacious, and
close to it will be arranged two foyers, or green-rooms. Porticos
will connect all parts of the establishment.
An enclosure. planted with trees, or decorated with statues,
etc., will be managed so as to protect the classes from outside
noise. The edifice is to be treated in a simple and effective
manner. The plot of ground assigned to it will not exceed three
hundred and twenty feet in any dimension.
Required: A preliminary sketch of plan and elevation on a
scale of one thirty-second of an inch to the foot; finished draw-
ings consisting of the principal elevation on a scale of one eighth
of an inch to the foot; two plans and one section on a scale of
one sixteenth of an inch to the foot.
E. LETANG.
JUDGMENT.
NOTE. - At the time for judgment, the projets were not completed and
no mentions were awarded; but in commenting upon the unfinished designs,
the critic placed that of Mr. j. Lawrence Mauran first., When the drawings
were subsequently finished, the design of Mr. Arthur V. Edwards was found
to be the most satisfactory handling of the problem, and was therefore selected
for publication.
NOTES FROM CRITICISM.
IN this problem the plan is of the first importance, and it has been ex-
tremely well worked out. It is straightforward and easy to read, the axes are
clearly preserved, the parts generally well distributed, and the points needing
strength are strongly marked and emphasized with the conventional treatment
of niches and statues.
The principal fault seems to be the failure to grasp the opportunity for a
monumental entrance; this is evident in plan and elevation. As shown, the
broad steps lead up to a grand arcade of windows, and the entrances are unim-
portant in treatment, and off at one side; and no idea of the beauty of the
interior can be formed until one or the other portico is reached. Had the
entrance been on the main axis of the building, and treated monumentally, a
grand central vestibule, or hall, would give easy access to the administration-
rooms and corridors, and give picturesque views of the court and porticos.
This central entrance would call for a grand motive, and the proper subordina-
tion of the wings, arid add interest to the mass of the building, If two
entrances are preferred, they should be reached more directly, and open into
a large vestibule, and be strongly accented in elevation. As shown, the high
central rooms between the two entrances do not explain themselves.
The general arrangement of the concert-hall and the subordinate parts is
very cleverly worked out, but the library and small hall wings would look high
and thin, and not properly subordinated, and tied in to the general mass of the
building if seen in perspective.
As a whole, the exterior is quiet and dignified in treatment, and pleasing in
detail, only a little more study in the subordination of minor parts to the general
mass, and a more dignified arrangement for the entrance, is needed to make the
design worthy of the greatest praise. The drawings are well presented, and
the plan especially so, with proper emphasis on important parts, as shown by
walls and mosaic.
From the study of these problems, one must feel that in designing in
elevation there is great risk of forgetting the effect which perspective will have
upon the design; and this consideration cannot be too strongly urged upon the
students, - remember that you are designing buildings, not pictures!
A, W. LONGFELLOW, JR., Critic.
MONTHLY COMPETITION.
THIRD YEAR REGULARS AND SECOND YEAR SPECIALS.
PLATES II. AND III.
Programme: A CAMPANILE.
A CAMPANILE is a tower for the reception of bells. In Italy
such an edifice is often separated from the church, as, for example,
at Cremona and Florence.
The structure is supposed to be the completion of a large
parochial church, being erected at one side and connected with it
by an open arcade. The height will be about one hundred and
fifty feet. The upper part is intended to receive the bells, and will
be designed accordingly. One or more stairways may be provided;
but it is suggested that they be arranged so that the main architec-
turallines shall not be disturbed.
The style of this Campanile should harmonize with that of the
church, which is supposed to be Italian Renaissance. [See Le
Tarouilly's " Edifices de Rome Moderne."] This will afford excel-
lent opportunity for the application of classic architecture.
No dimension, except that of height, is stipulated.
Required: preliminary sketches comprising plan of first story
and elevation showing portico, on a scale of one sixteenth of an
inch to the foot; finished drawings consisting of at least three
plans, taken at different heights, on a scale of one sixteenth of an
inch to the foot, - principal elevation on a scale of one eighth of














CHARLES H. ALDE , JR.
ROBERT T. y.,r ALKER.
LOUIS H. BOYNTON.
Tzoenty-one designs in Co1'JZpetit ion.
NOTES FROM CRITICISM.
FIRST MENTION. This design was placed first on account of its general
charm of outline, and the refinement and thought shown by the designer. It
owes its success largely to the reserve and thought shown in composing the
masses, and ill the way in which the successive parts grow out of one another,
and become more detailed and open as the tower rises.
The base would have been improved by a more massive treatment of
string-course, as in the Second Mention.
The long, plain shaft of the tower between the basement and the clock
story gives great distinction and interest to the design, and tends to give an
upward movement to the tower which is very effective. At the same time this
treatment concentrates the interest in the upper part.
The weak part of this design is the cupola itself, and the outline of the
belfry story with the statues above; these would fail in perspective to continue
the pleasing pyramidal lines of the elevation. The belfry story would be too
much cut off at the corners if seen diagonally, while all the horizontal mouldings
would be increased in projection.
In the Second Mention the transition to the smaller octagon of the cupola
is cleverly worked out, though seen diagonally the cupola is hardly important
enough.
The design is "rendered" with great refinement and feeling, though the
details are not as well conceived as the general design.
SECOND MENTION. The general effect of this design is pleasing and
strong. It was placed second on account of its lack of reserve and thought
as compared with the First Mention. In perspective the tower would have a
tendency to look low and heavy. The low, strongly marked story above the
base tends to increase this effect, while the large, useless windows detract from
its strong, tower-like appearance.
The pilaster treatment at the angles would cut back too much from the
line of the tower, while the horizontal cornice lines would increase in impor-
tance and tend to lower the tower. This makes one regret that the long pilasters
do not start at the basement string course. The drawing is charmingly
presented, and the details in general very good and well considered.
THIRD MENTION. This design, though less individual than the other two,
shows a free but careful study of the orders, and is happy in general outline
and detail, though the Ionic story would be too much cut away by the octagonal
treatment, and cause the upper part of the tower to look thin, and the low clock
story rather tends to lower the tower as well as the clock. The first three
stories come together well. The porch, which serves as an entrance, can
hardly help the design if seen in elevation. The large windows, low, as in the
Second Mention, seem out of place in the middle stories and detract from the
design.
A. \V. LONGFELLOW, JR., Critic.



















THE STUDY OF DECORATION.
(Contz"ttuedfrom No.2')
TENDENCY OF DESIGN AS INFLUENCED BY MATERIAL.
THE conventionality of early design is also produced by crudity
of material and tools, and by lack of technical skill. In cut work
a sharp cutting point is alone used, and by the strength of the
hand only, without the aid of mallet or other auxiliary power.
As a result, the cut surfaces and detail are both small. In brush
work, the brushes, if used at all, are small, and in most cases the
color is put on with a hard point or some sort of spatula. Such
work is necessarily broken in detail and has no gradations of tone.
Upon vases the outlines are scratched with a fine point and the
surfaces between colored, the scratched lines aiding in controlling
the colored surface and preven ting the color from spreading be-
yond its proper space. (PI. V., No. 1.) All the woven work of
withes or of straw has its patterns necessarily composed of right-
angled forms; and this characteristic has become so indigenous in
Oriental work that even when the mesh of the fabric becomes
smaller, the same squaring of forms is continued, and most Oriental
carpets and rugs still have angular units of decoration. This is
also partly due to the use of upright hand looms which would
require constant and delicate changes of the shuttles to produce
curved lines in the patterns. With clay, metal, and glass begins
the employment of those subtle curves which are later carried to
their highest development by the Greeks. It is easier to get these
materials to adopt natural curves produced by gravity than geo-
metric curves carefully made accurate, and the result is certainly
more satisfactory; so that the work in all ductile materials seems
to have attained a higher degree of art than the contemporary
work in stone, in wood, or in painting. This appearance of greater
skill is however largely due to the greater tractability of the
material. With greater facility in using material comes greater
freedom of line; and when the point is superseded by the brush,
the vigor and strength and also the delicacy of curves are very
rapidly developed. It must, however, be remembered that all early
work is in the alphabetical stage, that units are isolated, that
ornament is separated, and that it is well within the historical
period before any continuity of intention is strongly felt, and quite
within twenty-five hundred years before much modulation of form
or color begins to be used. Notwithstanding this, all the early
work is decorative, - a result which it owes to its simplicity, its
sincerity, and to the fact that it has not become sufficiently sophis-
ticated to pretend to be something it is not, and to a limited range
of colors, beyond which it was impossible to go from lack of
material, which colors were largely primaries, and used in a mosaic
fashion, thus preventing disagreeable and inharmonious half-tints.
SYMBOLISM.
The use of symbols in art is coexistent with the advent of man
into history. Whatever records remain of the early historical epochs
are largely relative to religious observances and customs. Actual
portrayal of the object of adoration, and in the event of the im-
possibility of such portrayal the adoption of some indicative sign
as a substitute, is characteristic of all early forms of worship:
This sign or symbol is at first a fetich, - a thing to pray to, to
placate, to conjure by. It implied to the barbaric mind not only
the god that it represented, but was supposed to possess inherent
in it all his attributes.
With such reflected power the symbol became itself an objectj of worship, and was dignified and exalted both by the position in
which it was placed and by the development and enrichment it
underwent. Whatever to primitive man was mysterious or won-
derful, was to be feared or to be enjoyed, became the subject of
this idealistic and concentrative process of mind, which converted
diffusive natural agencies into concrete possibilities, and which
then created an alphabet of symbols to express them. It would
be an endless task to attempt to enumerate these symbols and to
show their ramifications; but as examples of symbol-motives in
decoration there are several types worth mentioning. Naturally,
primitive worship would first turn to manifest facts of nature, and
chief among them to the sun, moon, and earth; and there are found
in all early religion a sun god and earth and moon goddesses. The
Isis and Amun-Ra and Osiris and Harpocrates of the Egyptians,
the Tanit of the Phoenicians, the Helios and Selene of the Greeks,
and Phcebus and Diana of the Romans, are but a few of the
many personifications of sidereal bodies. With each is found its
symbol. N ext comes the mystery of life and its continuity, which
are symbolized especially by the Egyptians and the Buddhists of
to-day. Whatever in nature possesses a distinct attribute of beauty
or of power, this attribute is seized and made the exponent of that
power, until at length is developed the system of hieroglyphs of the
Egyptians, a language of symbols.
The very concentration and simplicity necessary to make a
symbol intelligible produce a conventionality that is always deco-
rative. Here is the maximum of expression with the minimum of
effort, - the very fundamental law of decoration.
Of the sun symbols (Pi. V., No.2), the one most frequently
used is the disk, or circle, which is often used in connection with
other signs, as the Egyptian winged globe, the sym bol of divinity.
Another has radial lines, as rays, about it, the rays without the
disk, such as the Swastica of the J ains. There is also a sign
known among the Norse as the sun ship, symbolizing the pro-
gress of the sun through the heavens. This form is very frequently
used.
EGYPTIAN.
With the art of Egypt begins the study of historic ornament.
It is individual, and seems to have been a development from ob-
servation and not from precedent. It is to a pre-eminent degree
symbolical, and consequently conventional. It has but few units
of ornament, and these are simple, and are applied to all varieties
of object, and to all materials.
Egypt during the early dynasties, including the tenth dynasty,
is an agricultural nation, with its interests chiefly in Lower Egypt,
about Memphis. This period, of something like thirteen centuries
from about 4000 B.C. (which is the period of the pyramid builders,
and of the tombs at Memphis), is one comparatively unbroken by
wars, in which the religious cult developed, and which is marked by
a growth of hieratic customs, both of religion and of life, which in-
fluenced Egypt until its absorption by Rome. Pre-eminent among
these customs is that of building the tombs upon the western banks
of the Nile, while the cities are upon the eastern banks. Everything
in the history of Egypt centres about the Nile. Upon its annual
overflow the very life of the nation depended. It was alike the
creator, and the destroyer of the land. The seasons were gauged by
its fulness, and man, fed by its abundance, using it for his festivals
and his pleasures, was at last carried toward the setting sun across
its waters to his tomb. Through all decoration- at this early date
is felt the influence of the river and its products.
The lotus and papyrus, which grow on its banks, are made the
characteristic emblems of Egypt, - the symbols of the food for the
body and for the mind, the symbols of the evolution of the seasons
bringing life. The zigzags are used as a sym bol of the water of the
river itself. The feathers of the wild fowl become the symbols of
sovereignty; the Nile serpents, the urzeus, the symbols of Upper
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impression of great strength and elasticity. It tends, with other
early historic work, toward strongly defined boundaries to its
decorative units; the tips of the lotus petals come to a hard bound-
ing line. It is apt to indicate late work when such outlining of
motives is forsaken, and even then its influence is felt.· With the
lotus and papyrus, and the use of feathers, is the natural prevalence
of the radial system of lines. subject to the usual rules of the
cadence of interval in the radial lines. The feather form may have
suggested the unit which develops into the so-called" palmet,"-
the honeysuckle motive of the Greeks,-though this unit has doubt-
less originated in many ways from a mere group of radial form; for
example, the serpent-group of the Nagas in India. (PI. V., NO.5.)
There are other Egyptian forms, -that of the obelisk, of the crux
ansata (both symbols of that peculiar cult which the Oriental wor-
ship of the source of life makes universal in the East), and of the
sphinx, always male, with the heads of men, hawks, or rams,
representing the combination of physical and intellectual power.
(PI. V., No.6.)
The colors used in Egyptian work are iri most cases ochres
and earth colors; the white especially is famous, and is exported
throughout the Orient and centuries later forms the body of the
Pompeiian work. When blue is used, it is either a rather pale,
clear blue or a deep, dull color. The scheme in most cases is one
of the harmony of warm colors, picked out by the use of small
quantities of white, black, and blue. This choice of a warm
scheme of color seems to have been more prevalent among the
Semitic and Turanian nations than among the Aryans, - these
latter, as is markedly noticeable in Persian design, being more
fond of the cooler colors of the Spectrum.
Delicacy of color is seldom attempted, but vigor and clearness
are always present. The designs are, in fact, series of color
mosaics, when the tones are strong and well defined, and effect
of delicacy is obtained by subdivision of tones in quantity of
surface covered, and not by diluting or lowering the tone. This
is true of all early work, and gives it a quality of decision and
knowledge that is wanting in the more varied coloring of "later
design. It is true of color as of form, that quantity of motives
and tones is rather a vice than a virtue, and tends toward con-
fusion, and that directness of expression in both is much more
desirable than intricacy of idea.
Colors are used in flat tones, as in all early work, without
modelling or shading; outlines are fine but definite. The colors
used are in most cases primaries, - red, yellow, and blue, with a
marked preference for the warm tones. Green and white are used
wherever they are suggested by the natural prototypes. The ground
of the ornament is usually left of the material itself untouched.
The intense sunlight, and deep shadows pierced by reflected light)
the sharp contrast of light and .shade, the broad surface and vast
expanses of Egyptian temples required a decoration that should be
vigorous, firm, and strongly defined both in line and color. The
result more than justified the means, and the effect of these royal
halls, with their grand scale and rich, gorgeous coloring, has been,
unequalled in the history of art. The lesson they teach is one of
simplicity and directness, and a contempt for the feeble and puny
methods of later date, - a lesson of breadth and vigor, that makes
all else petty in comparison. Their faults are the faults of bar-
barism, of crudeness, and lack of refinement, - faults which were
soon to be overcome by the Greek.
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and Lower Egypt; and the scarabzeus, burying its eggs in a ball
of earth from which springs new life, the symbol of immortality.
Each and all of these symbols are used as motives of decoration,
- at first with the distinct intention of religious suggestion, but
at length, as the religion declines, merely as decorative units.
(PI. V., NO.3.)
Thebes (the city of Amun-Ra, the sun-god, with the winged
globe as a symbol), in Upper Egypt, with a more temperate
climate and more warlike people, of African race, gains ascen-
dency during the eleventh and twelfth dynasties, and falls in its
turn before an invasion of so-called Shepherd Kings from Asia,
who seem to be a semi-barbaric race who govern Lower Egypt by
mere force of arms, and wage warfare with Thebes in the south
until the end of the seventeenth dynasty, about 1800 B.C., when
, Thebes again obtains power over both Upper and Lower Egypt. It is
under the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties-s-a period of approxi-
mately five hundred years- that Egypt's artistic greatness reaches
its height. To this period belong the great Theban temples at
Karnak, Luxor, Medinet-Abou, Gournou, and the Rhameseum,
The scheme of these temples can be rapidly summed up as fol-
lows: An entrance wall higher than the remainder of the temple
divided at its centre into two masses, or pylons, with unbroken
walls sloping backward, and with a concave overhanging cornice;
an avenue of sphinxes, terminated by obelisks leading to the central
entrance, which leads to a succession of rectangular courts or
halls, growing less in area successively, - the first without roof,
and the others having a greater num ber of columns in order of their
succession, the final termination of these halls being a group of
comparatively small rooms, probably used as dwellings by the
priests. The outer wall of the temple is plain and unbroken, and
descends in steps as the altitude of the halls decrease; the roofs
are flat. Upon the walls, the columns and cornices and ceilings of
these gigantic halls,- for their scale is greater and more impressive
than any other work from the hand of man, - is lavished the
decoration of the Egyptians, largely based upon the forms of the
lotus and papyrus.
Egyptian architecture is a simple construction of wood and
reeds transformed into stone. The columns derive their form
from bundles of papyrus reeds tied together, the blocks above the
caps from pieces of wood placed to take the weight of beams, the
caps themselves from the bunches of lotus, papyrus, or palm
leaves bound to the top of the column as adornment. The very
concave form of the cornice is that which a wall of upright reeds
would take at its crown under pressure. All the early caps con-
tract at the top when bound with strands, and swell out again above
the ligature in exactly the manner the end of a bundle of stems
would do. This form, which resembles that of a bud, is made into
the representation of a lotus bud, and is the only form of flower-
cap usee!" until the eighteenth dynasty, when the concave cap is
adopted for the great central aisle of columns which rises above
-all the others in the hypostyle halls. The lower columns have the
'earlier bud capitals. The strands that bind the columns below the
cap develop later into the channels in the Greek Doric, and finally
into the astragal of the classic orders. The base leaves of the
papyrus are suggested at the base of the columns; the flutings
have the triangular section of the papyrus stems. (PI. V., NO.4.)
The method of adapting natural forms to constructional usage, and
finally to decorative forms, is so direct' and simple, and withal so
satisfactory, that it is especially instructive. Variety is obtained by
refining, enriching, and developing the few motives that have been
mentioned. With a derivation from reed construction, Egyptian
decoration has a marked perpendicular tendency, giving great
apparent altitude, with a use of the radial principal as a terminal,
- horizontal motives being used only in the cornices, and where
inscriptions necessitate them. The ornament is drawn with great
freedom, and with peculiarly subtle curve, of long lines very nearly
straight, beginning and terminating with sharp curves, giving the
